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[57] ABSTRACT 
An improved steam generator for use in a nuclear 
power plant of the pressurized water type in which a 

turbine generator is driven by the steam output of the 
steam generator to provide electrical power therefrom. 
The improvement comprises providing vertically as-
semblage modules which are removably mounted to-
gether in sealing relationship, with the modules com-
prising a base module, a tube bundle module removably 
mountable on the base module in sealing relationship 
therewith and an uppermost dryer module removably 
mountable on the tube bundle module in sealing rela-
tionship therewith whereby ready access to and re-
moval of the tube bundle module in situ from the nu-
clear power plant steam generator is facilitated. The 
dryer module contains moisture separator means within 
the interior thereof in communication with a steam 
outlet for drying the generated steam provided to the 
steam outlet to the turbine generator. The base module, 
upon which the associated weight of the vertically as-
sembled dryer module and tube bundle module are 
supported, contains the inlet and outlet for the heat 
exchange fluid. The tube bundle module contains the 
tube bundle through which the heat exchange fluid 
flows as well as an inlet for feedwater. The tube sheet in 
which the tube bundle is supported also serves as a 
closure flange for the tube bundle module, with the 
associated weight of the vertically assembled dryer 
module and tube bundle module on the tube sheet clo-
sure flange effectuating the sealing relationship between 
the base module and the tube bundle module for facili-
tating closure. 

8 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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and the steam generator is powered by a nuclear energy 
MODULAR STEAM GENERATOR FOR USE IN heat source, comprises a vertically assemblable modular 

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS structure for the steam generator. The modular struc-
„ , „ „ . T ture comprises a base module, a tube bundle module BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 5 removabiy moUntable on the base module in sealing 

1. Field of the Invention relationship therewith and an uppermost dryer module 
The present invention relates to steam generators and removably mountable on the tube bundle module in 

particularly to such steam generators for use in nuclear sealing relationship therewith for providing the verti-
power plants. cally assemblable modular structure. The vertically 

2. Description of the Prior Art assembled base module and tube bundle module com-
Steam generators for use in power plants, and partic- rfse t h e I o w e r h o u s j n rtion o f t h e s t e a m a t o r 

ularly for use m nuclear power plants are well known, r , .. , . , • , 
such as the type of steam generator manufactured by m e f f r m o d u l e emprises the upper bousing 
Westinghouse. One such typical prior art steam genera- P°rt1011 o f t h e s t e a m generator, 
tor is shown in FIG. 1 of the drawings. These prior art 15 The dryer module has a steam outlet at one end 
steam generators utilized in nuclear power plants are thereof which is communicable with the turbine for 
normally contained in a containment building, such as providing steam generated within the steam generator 
one made of concrete. Moreover, these prior art steam to the turbine and a mositure separator means within the 
generators known to applicant are unitary structures interior thereof in communication with the steam outlet 
comprising a housing having an upper shell and lower 2 0 for drying the generated steam provided to the steam 
shell portion with a moisture separator, including a outlet. The other end of the dryer module has a closure 
swirl vane moisture separator, normally being located flange. The tube bundle module has a closure means, 
in the upper shell portion and with a tube bundle nor- s u c h ^ a c i o s u r e flange, a t the upper end thereof and a 
mally being located in the lower shell portion. In such d o & u r e fl a t t h e l o w e r e n d t h e r e o f a n d c o n t a i n s a 
prior art steam generators presently employed in nu- 25 vertically extending tube bundle therein through which 
clear power plants, the steam generator is completely , . „ e ... . . -
enclosed and is placed in the containment building prior T 3 1 e x c n ™ f n m a "ows, r°r enaDlmS m e Provision ot 
to the concrete being poured. As a result, once the stea"' ̂  tube ̂  hf atube, sheet at one end 
containment building is sealed there is no way to re- thereof for ̂ porting the tube bundle with the tubes 
place this steam generator without breaking or destroy- 30 comprising the tube bundle extendmg through the tube 
ing the containment building. Accordingly, if there is a sheet in flow through communication with heat ex-
failure in the tube bundle, it has heretofore been neces- change fluid provided thereto. The tube bundle module 
sary to break the containment building in order to repair also contains a feedwater inlet through which feedwa-
the steam generator as that is the only manner in which ter is provided for conversion into steam. The tube 
access can be had to various portions of the steam gen- 35 sheet comprises the lower end closure flange of the tube 
erator. Moreover, failure in the tube bundle of this prior bundle module. The dryer module closure flange and 
art unitary type of steam generator has required re- the tube bundle module upper closure means effectuate 
placement of the entire steam generator in order to the aforementioned sealing relationship between the 
allow for such repair, which complete replacement is tube bundle moduje and tbe dryer module, 
quite costly jnthatsuch a steam generator costs approx- 40 T h e base m o d u l e uppermost portion has ^ outer 

y $15,000,000 by 1976 stondards. s h e „ h a v i n g a ^ered interior wall with the base mod-
With the widespread acceptance and use of nuclear , , ® , „ , _ . . . , , , . , . 

power plants, there have been more and more such tube ^ havmg the heat exchange fluid inlet therein which is 
failures in the tube bundles of such steam generators m fl™ through commumcation with the vertically 
which have required the power plant to be shut down. 45 assembled tube module tube bundle. The exterior sur-
This, of course, can be extremely costly inasmuch as the f a c e o f t h e t u b e sheet closure flange is tapered comple-
steam generators are a vital component in the operation mentary to the base module outer shell interior wall 
of the nuclear power plant. Moreover, since such nu- tapered portion and removably receivable therein for 
clear power plants normally include three or four such forming the aforementioned sealing relationship be-
steam generators in operation, the cost of replacement 50 tween the tube bundle module and the base module, 
and/or repair can become quite prohibitive. with the associated weight of the vertically assembled 

Although the use of modular housing in various types dryer module and tube bundle module on the tube sheet 
of heat exchangers has been well known, such as dis- closure flange effectuating the sealing relationship be-
closed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 1,372,010; 2,228,549; 2,241,209; tween the base module and the tube bundle module for 
1,564,446; 1,790,897; 973,610; 514,338 and 784,192, such 55 facilitating closure by the tube sheet closure flange, 
techniques, to applicant's knowledge, have not been whereby ready access to and removal of the tube bundle 
used with respect to steam generators and particularly m o d u l e „ s i t u f r o m t h e n u c l e a r p o w e r p l a n t s t e a m gen_ 
steam generators for use m nuclear power plants, de- e r a t o f i s f a c U i t a t e d . n ^ t h e e n t i r e associated weight 
spite the serious problems encountered with respect o vertically assembled dryer and tube bundle mod-
repairand/or replacementof A ^ e ^ s t e a m 6 0

 uies is supported on the base module. Removable lock-
situ. These disavantages of the prior art are overcome . r r . . 
by the present invention. ing means are provided for lockably retainmg the mod-

ules comprising the steam generator in vertically assem-
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION bled relation. The vertically assembled modular nuclear 

An improved steam generator for use in a nuclear 65 steam generator is contained within a containment 
power plant of the pressurized water type in which a building structure therefor and may be disassembled for 
turbine generator is driven by the steam output of the enabling repair of the steam generator without breaking 
steam generator to provide electrical power therefrom or destroying the containment building structure. 
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_ conventional inlet 32 therefor and flows out of the 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS s t e a m g e n e f a t o r 2 0 t h r o u g h a c o n v e n t i o n a l o u t I e t 34 

FIG. 1 is a cut away view in perspective of a prior art therefor. The heat exchange fluid inlet 32 and outlet 34 
typical steam generator of the type used in nuclear are in flow through communication with the tube bun-
power plants; 5 die 30. The tube bundle 30 is conventionally supported 

FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic illustration, partially in in a conventional tube plate or tube sheet 36 through 
section, of a modular vertically assembled steam gener- which the tubes comprising the tube bundle 30 extend 
ator in accordance with the present invention in situ in so as to be in flow communication with the heat ex-
a containment building in a nuclear power plant; change fluid inlet and outlet 32 and 34, respectively. A 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary diagrammatic illustration, 10 conventional partition 38 is provided to separate the 
partially in section, of the manner of locking the closure heat exchange fluid flowing through the inlet 32 from 
flange arrangement between the tube bundle module the heat exchange fluid flowing through the outlet 34. 
and the base module of the embodiment of FIG. 2; Feedwater which is conventionally converted into 

FIG. 4 is a view similar to FIG. 3 of an alternative steam by steam generator 20 is preferably fed thereto 
embodiment for removably locking the closure arrange- 15 through a conventional feedwater inlet nozzle 40 con-
ment of FIG. 3; tained in the lower shell portion 22b. As also illustrated 

FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic illustration, partially in in FIG. 1, the tube bundle 30 also contains a conven-
section, similar to FIG. 2, of an alternative embodiment tional pre-heater section 42. Since the operation of the 
for providing the sealing relationship between the dryer steam generator 20 is conventional, it will not be de-
module and the tube bundle module; 20 scribed in greater detail hereinafter. Suffice it to say that 

FIG. 6 is a view similar to FIG. 3 of the locking steam generator 20 may by any typical conventional 
arrangement between the dryer module and tube bundle steam generator, such as the type conventionally manu-
module in the embodiment of FIG. 5; and factored by Westinghouse for use in nuclear power 

FIG. 7 is a view similar to FIG. 4 of an alternative plants of the pressurized water type, 
embodiment of the locking arrangement of FIG. 6. 25 Referring now to FIG. 2, a diagrammatic representa-

NPTATT p n TYFSPRTPTTON OF PRFFFRRFD t i o n o f t h e preferred embodiment 20a of the modular DETAILED DES^PTICWJOF PREFERRED s t e a m g e n e r a t o r o f t h e p r e s e n t invention is shown. Iden-
fcMJjODlMfcJN tically functioning components in the modular steam 

Referring now to the drawings in detail, and initially generator 20a which are identical with the those previ-
to FIG. 1 thereof, FIG. 1 is a cut away view, in perspec- 30 ously described with reference to FIG. 1 have the same 
tive, of a typical conventional steam generator of the reference numerals as used in FIG. 1. Thus, as can be 
type used in nuclear power plants of the pressurized seen in FIG. 2, the primary and significant difference 
water type. In such power plants, the steam genefator, between the steam generator 20a of FIG. 2 and the 
generally referred to by the reference numeral 20, pro- steam generator 20 of FIG. 1 is in the modular arrange-
vides steam to a conventional turbine generator (not 35 ment. As shown and preferred in FIG. 2, modular steam 
shown) which is powered thereby to provide electrical generator 20a preferably consists of three separate and 
power therefrom in conventional fashion. In such nu- distinct modules 50, 52 and 54. Module 50 is termed the 
clear power plants, an atomic reactor provides the nu- base module and, as will be described in greater detail 
clear energy heat source which ultimately "powers" the hereinafter, is the portion of the modular steam genera-
steam generator 20, such a nuclear reactor not being 40 tor 20a which supports the entire weight of modules 52 
shown in FIG. 1. As shown in FIG. 1, the conventional and 54 vertically assembled thereabove. Module 52 is 
prior art steam generator 20 includes an outer housing termed the tube bundle module which is vertically as-
or shell 23 comprising an upper shell portion 22a and a sembled above the base module 50 and supported 
lower shell portion 22b. As shown in FIG. 1, this shell thereon. Tube bundle module 52 preferably contains the 
or housing 22 is conventionally fabricated as an integral 45 tube bundle 30, the feedwater inlet 40, the aforemen-
structure. As is well known, such steam generators 20 tioned pre-heater section 42 if such is utilized, and the 
for use in nuclear power plants are normally vertically aforementioned tube plate or tube sheet 35a. As will be 
arranged in use in the manner shown in FIG. 1 and are described in greater detail hereinafter, tube bundle mod-
preferably contained within a containment building, ule 52 is vertically assembled on base module 50 and 
such as one preferably formed of concrete. Such a con- 50 supported thereon in sealing relationship with the tubes 
tainment building is not shown in FIG. 1 but is illus- comprising the tube bundle 30 preferably being in flow 
trated in FIG. 2 which refers to the preferred embodi- through communication with the heat exchange fluid 
ment of the steam generator 20a of the present inven- inlets and outlets 32 and 34, respectively. The heat ex-
tion. change fluid inlets and outlets 32 and 34, respectively, 

Referring once again to FIG. 1, at the upper portion 55 are preferably contained in the base module 50 as is, of 
of the steam generator 20, namely the upper portion of course, the partition 38 therebetween, 
the upper shell 22a, a steam outlet 24 is provided which As also shown and preferred in FIG. 2, the tube sheet 
is coupled in flow through communication with the or tube plate 36a preferably forms a closure flange at the 
turbine generator (not shown) for providing the afore- lower portion of tube bundle module 52 as well as serv-
mentioned steam thereto. The upper shell portion 22a 60 ing as the tube plate for tube bundle 30. A separate 
also preferably contains a conventional moisture separa- closure flange 56 is located at the uppermost end of tube 
tor 26 and a conventional swirl vane moisture separator bundle module 52 for effectuating sealing relationship 
28 for drying the steam prior to its provision to the between tube bundle module 52 and dryer module 54. 
steam outlet 24. The lower shell portion 226 of the This sealing relationship is effectuated by a mating rela-
conventional steam generator 20 preferably contains a 65 tionship between closure flange 56 of tube bundle mod-
conventional tube bundle 30 through which heat ex- ule 52 and a closure flange 58 located at the bottom or 
change fluid normally flows. The heat exchange fluid is lowermost portion of dryer module 54. The steam out-
normally provided to the tube bundle 30 through a let 24 is located in the uppermost portion of dryer mod-
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ule 54. Moreover, as shown and preferred, dryer mod- module 52 may then be vertically lowered down into 
ule 54 contains the moisture separator 26 and the swirl position in base module 50 with the weight of the tube 
vane moisture separator 28 within the interior thereof, bundle module 52 on the tube sheet 36a helping to effec-
with separators 26 and 28 being arranged in flow tuate the sealing relationship between the mating sur-
through communication with the steam provided from 5 faces 64 and 66 and with the tube sheet 36a resting on lip 
the tube bundle module 52 when the modular steam 68. Of course, during initial assembly, the containment 
generator 20a is vertically assembled as shown in FIG. building 80 could be constructed after assembly of the 
2. With respect to the interconnection between the steam generator 20a. The dryer module 54 is then verti-
dryer module 54 and the tube bundle module 52, if cally lowered onto closure flange 56 so that closures 
desired, conventional locking means, such as threaded 10 flanges 58 and 56 are in mating relationship with any 
bolts 60 and 62 by way of example, may extend through through hole threaded apertures required for bolts 60 
the mated closure flanges 56 and 58 to retain them in and 62. Thereafter, locking means 70, 60 and 62 may be 
vertically assembled position, with these bolts 60 and 62 inserted to hold the vertically assembled modules 54,52 
being removed when it is desired to separate the dryer and 50 in vertically assembled relation. Similarly, when 
module 54 from the tube bundle module 52. IS it is desired to disassemble the modular steam generator 

With respect to the sealing relationship between the 20a so as to repair any of the various component parts 
tube bundle module 52 and the base module 50, this is thereof, the locking means 60, 62 and 70 are removed 
preferably accomplished by providing the exterior sur- and then the dryer module may be vertically lifted away 
face 64 of the tube sheet 36a with a taper which is com- from the tube bundle module 52 and, thereafter, the 
plementary to a taper provided in the interior wall 66 of 20 tube bundle module 52 may be vertically lifted away 
the upper portion of base module 50. In addition, as from base module 50 and out of the containment build-
shown and preferred in FIGS. 2 through 4, this upper ing 80 without destroying the containment building, 
portion of base module 50 is preferably formed with a Such vertical lifting can conventionally be accom-
lip 68 upon which the bottom of the tube sheet 36a rests. plished by the type of aerial cranes normally in use in 
l i e complementary tapers 64 and 66 are such that these 25 such conventional nuclear power plants. Arrows 82 and 
surfaces are mateable so as to provide the aforemen- 84 illustrate the vertical directions for removal and 
tioned sealing relationship. If desired, a gasket, such as assembly of the modules 54 and 52 to base module 50. 
one formed of a metallic substance, can be provided Referring now to FIG. 5, an alternative embodiment 
between these mateable surfaces 64 and 66 so as to of the modular steam generator 20a of FIG. 2 is shown, 
effectuate a tighter seal. 30 with this embodiment being designated by the reference 

As shown and preferred in FIG. 3, although the asso- numeral 20b. Preferably, modular steam generator 20b 
ciated weight of the vertically assembled dryer module is identical with modular steam generator 20a except for 
54 and tube bundle module 52 on the tube sheet 36a is the manner of effectuating the sealing relationship In-
sufficient to effectuate the aforementioned sealing rela- tween dryer module 54 and tube bundle module 52. 
tionship, locking means are preferably provided for 35 Thus, closure flanges 56 and 58 of modular steam gener-
insuring that the tube bundle module 52 and the base ator 20a are replaced by a tapered closure flange 100 at 
module 50 remain intact in vertically assembled rela- the bottom of dryer module 54 and a complementary 
tion. As shown in FIG. 3, such a locking means may tapered interior wall portion 102 at the uppermost por-
comprise a threadable bolting means 70 which is tion of tube bundle module 52. The relationship be-
threaded through the wall of base module 50 so as to 40 tween the tapered closure flange 100, having a tapered 
bear against exterior surface 64 in a friction engage- exterior surface 103 which is complementary to the 
ment, with the bolts 70 bearing against this exterior tapered interior surface 102 of the uppermost portion of 
surface 64 from opposite sides as illustrated in FIG. 2. In tube bundle module 52, is preferably functionally identi-
addition, if desired, a threaded hole can be provided in cal to that previously described with reference to the 
the respective sides of the tube plate 36a for allowing 45 relationship between surfaces 64 and 66. Thus, in addi-
the bolts 70 to extend thereinto. tion to the mating relationship between surfaces 102 and 

FIG. 4 illustrates an alternative embodiment for lock- 103, a lip 104 similar to lip 68 is also provided upon 
ing the tube sheet 36a to the base module 50. In the which the bottom surface of closure flange 100 rests. In 
embodiment of FIG. 4, a vertically extendable bolt 72 is addition, if desired, a gasket, such as a metallic sub-
vertically threaded through the tube sheet 36a and 50 stance gasket, may be provided between mateable sur-
therefrom through the lip portion 68 of the base module faces 103 and 102 for further effectuating the sealing 
50. relationship therebetween. Thus, in the arrangement of 

Dryer module 54 of the modular steam generator 20a FIG. 5, the associated weight of the dryer module 54 
preferably comprises the equivalent of the upper shell upon closure flange 100 effectuates the aforementioned 
portion 22a of steam generator 20 shown in FIG. 1, and 55 sealing relationship. FIGS. 6 and 7 illustrate arrange-
the tube bundle module 52 and base module 50, taken ments similar to FIGS. 3 and 4, respectively, for locking 
together, when vertically assembled preferably com- the tapered closure flange 100 to the tube bundle mod-
prise die equivalent of lower shell portion 22b of the ule 52. 
steam generator 20 of FIG. 1. Moreover, as illustra- FIG. 6 illustrates employment of the locking means 
tively shown in FIG. 2 the modular steam generator 20a 60 70 previously described with reference to FIG. 3 for 
is preferably contianed in a concrete containment build- locking the tapered closure flange 100 of dryer module 
ing 80. Thus, in vertically assembling the modular steam 54 to the tube bundle module 52, which locking may be 
generator 20a, as well as disassembling the steam gener- accomplished in the identical manner previously de-
ator 20a, the lifting, and hence, assembly, operations scribed with reference to FIG. 3. Similarly, FIG. 7 
must take place from above so as not to destroy the 65 illustrates the use of locking means 72 for locking the 
containment building 80. The base module 50 is nor- closure flange 100 of dryer module 54 to the tube bun-
mally permanently mounted within the containment die module 52 through lip 104, with such locking being 
building 80 for enhanced support. The tube bundle accomplished in the identical manner as previously 
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described with reference to FIG. 4. Thus, in the modu-
lar steam generator 20b illustrated in FIG. 5, the associ-
ated weight of the dryer module 54 on closure flange 
100 effectuates the sealing relationship between the 
dryer module 54 and the tube bundle module 52, and the 5 
combined associated weight of dryer module 54 and 
tube bundle module 52 on the tube sheet 36a closure 
flange effectuates the sealing relationship between tube 
bundle module 52 and base module 50 in the vertically 
assembled modular steam generator 20b. 10 

By utilizing the modular steam generator of the pres-
ent invention, which is used in nuclear power plants of 
the pressurized water type, ready access to and removal 
of the tube bundle module in situ from the nuclear 
power plant steam generator without destruction of the 15 
containment building may be accomplished, a modular 
steam generator may be provided in which all of the 
primary piping may remain intact, and the entire weight 
of the vertically assembled modular steam generator 
may be supported from the base module therefor. 20 

What is claimed is: 
1. In a steam generator for use in a pressurized water 

nuclear power plant in which a turbine generator is 
driven by the steam output of said steam generator to 
provide electrical power therefrom, wherein said steam 25 
generator comprises a vertically extending hollow 
outer housing having an upper housing portion and a 
lower housing portion, with said upper housing portion 
having a steam outlet therein communicable with the 
turbine generator for providing steam generated within 30 
said steam generator to said turbine generator and a 
moisture separator means within the interior thereof in 
communication with said steam outlet for drying the 
generated steam provided to said steam outlet, and with 
said lower housing portion having heat exchange fluid 35 
and feedwater inlets and a vertically extending tube 
bundle within the interior thereof in flow through com-
munication with said heat exchange fluid inlet for en-
abling heat exchange fluid provided through said inlet 
therefor to flow through said tube bundle for providing 40 
said generated steam from feedwater provided through 
said inlet therefor, said tube bundle having a tube sheet 
at one end thereof for supporting said tube bundle with 
the tubes comprising said tube bundle extending 
through said tube sheet in said flow through communi- 45 
cation with said heat exchange fluid inlet; the improve-
ment comprising a base module, a tube bundle module 
removably mountable on said base module in sealing 
relationship therewith, and an uppermost dryer module 
removably mountable on said tube bundle module in 50 
sealing relationship therewith for providing a vertically 
assemblable modular structure for said steam generator, 
said vertically assembled base module and tube bundle 
module comprising said lower housing portion, and said 
dryer module comprising said upper housing portion, 55 
said dryer module having said steam outlet at one end 
thereof and a closure flange at the other end thereof and 
having said moisture separator means within the inte-
rior thereof, said tube bundle module having a closure 
means at the upper end thereof and a closure flange at 60 
the lower end thereof and containing said tube bundle 
within the interior thereof with said tube sheet compris-
ing said lower end closure flange, said dryer module 
closure flange and said tube bundle module upper clo-
sure means effectuating said sealing relationship be- 65 
tween said tube bundle module and said dryer module, 
said base module uppermost portion comprising an 
outer shell having an arcuately tapered interior wall 
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forming an arcuate lip portion with said base module 
having said heat exchange fluid inlet therein, said tube 
bundle in said vertically assembled tube bundle module 
being in said flow through communication with said 
heat exchange fluid inlet, the exterior surface of said 
tube sheet closure flange being arcuately tapered com-
plementary to said base module outer shell interior wall 
arcuately tapered portion and removably insertable 
therein in self-supporting bearing relationship against 
said lip portion for effectuating said sealing relationship 
between said tube bundle module and said base module 
essentially as a result of the associated'weight of said 
vertically assembled dryer module and said tube bundle 
module bearing on said tube sheet closure flange and 
being supported on said base module while simulta-
neously facilitating closure by said tube sheet closure 
flange, whereby ready access to and removal of said 
tube bundle module in situ from said nuclear power 
plant steam generator is facilitated. 

2. A modular nuclear power plant steam generator in 
accordance with claim 1 wherein said entire associated 
weight of said vertically assembled dryer and tube bun-
dle modules is supported on said base module. 

3. A modular nuclear power plant steam generator in 
accordance with claim 1 wherein said tube bundle mod-
ule contains said feedwater inlet therein. 

4. A modular nuclear power plant steam generator in 
accordance with claim 1 wherein said dryer module 
closure flange comprises a flange having an arcuately 
tapered exterior surface and said tube bundle module 
comprises an outer shell with said upper end closure 
means comprising an arcuately tapered interior wall in 
said outer shell, said dryer module flange tapered exte-
rior surface being arcuately tapered complementary to 
said tube bundle module outer shell arcuately tapered 
interior wall and removably insertable therein in self-
supporting bearing relationship against said arcuately 
tapered interior wall for effectuating said sealing rela-
tionship between said dryer module and said tube bun-
dle module essentially as a result of the associated 
weight of said vertically assembled dryer module bear-
ing on said dryer module closure flange and being sup-
ported on said tube bundle module while simulta-
neously facilitating closure by said dryer module clo-
sure flange. 

5. A modular nuclear power plant steam generator in 
accordance with claim 4 further comprising locking 
means for removably locking said vertically assembled 
dryer module to said vertically assembled tube bundle 
module and said vertically assembled tube bundle mod-
ule to said base module for removably maintaining said 
modules in vertically assembled relation. 

6. A modular nuclear power plant steam generator in 
accordance with claim 5 wherein said removable lock-
ing means comprises vertically removable bolting 
means. 

7. A modular nuclear power plant steam generator in 
accordance with claim 1 further comprising locking 
means for removably locking said vertically assembled 
dryer module to said vertically assembled tube bundle 
module and said vertically assembled tube bundle mod-
ule to said base module for removably maintaining said 
modules in vertically assembled relation. 

8. A modular nuclear power plant steam generator in 
accordance with claim 7 wherein said removable lock-
ing means comprises vertically removable bolting 
means. 


